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In my XML data using C# I had these properties: foreach (var node in nodes) { if
(node.Name.Equals("Title")) { x.Add(node.Attributes["Title"].Value); } if

(node.Name.Equals("PubDate")) { x.Add(node.Attributes["PubDate"].Value); } if
(node.Name.Equals("Author")) { x.Add(node.Attributes["Author"].Value); } } return x;
In my result I got the values from those properties but it's only if the element name is

the same with the attibute name, for example if I got those attibutes: DE Title
1961-01-07 Viviane So) I'll get only the title, author and date from the first node but if

I change the xml file to this: DE Ownds for Windows 7 80Bit 1cdb36666d
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We know that only the first occurance should be matched. the theta on one of the examples looks odd. It seems like the code is working as desired, but for some reason there are some leftovers. How can I fix it? A: This seems to work: import re with open(filename,
encoding='utf-8') as fin: lines = fin.readlines() print(re.findall('\w+\W\w+\.\w+\.\w+\W\w+',''.join(lines))) It does not check for valid characters in the middle, as you requested, but it does match the first and last parts of the file. Note that \w and \W can be combined to
\w+.\w+. Main menu Tag Archives: Low-carb diet Post navigation I have started a new diet called “The Ketogenic Diet” which is a very low-carb diet. I tried it before, I didn’t like it at all. The only thing I liked was the milk fat: which has the same amount of calories and
fat as cheese. The rest is wrong. I didn’t like the “ketogenic” part either. I could not live without bread, or pasta, or just any other carbs. I craved them. So I had to go back to eating too many carbs again. I feel great. But I have lost a lot of weight. I am sure I would lose
more, if I didn’t skip meals. My goal right now is to lose 7 pounds in 2 weeks. Maybe I will be successful. I have to keep a strict diet, no drinking coffee, no alcohol, no pasta and I have to eat some protein every two hours. This will make me tired, so I will have to drink

tea and lots of coffee to keep awake. So I am going to do it. I have really enjoyed so far, this strange diet. It just feels fantastic. I feel lighter and I am healthier. I will check back here and try to keep up with my schedule. If you want to follow, send me an email at
waldekranz@adobe.com. Some time ago, I purchased a new computer. My old computer was running very slowly, so I sold it to someone
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